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Modular
Log Stores

Log Store Boxes Installation

Each box is delivered fully assembled ready to
go. Simply create your own combination with
the boxes and then secure together through the
holes in the top and bottom using fixings supplied (as shown below).

Log Store Circles Installation

Run Off

During the weathering process the Corten Steel
Each circle is delivered fully assembled ready to go.
Simply create your own combination with the circles
starting with the bases on the floor and then secure
together through the holes in either side using fixings
supplied (as shown below).

produces carbon run off or staining to adjacent
materials such as stone or concrete. To reduce any
possible

staining, we recommend raising the

product up off the ground by placing it on a suitable slab of concrete which will prevent any direct
contact with the flooring material and reduce the
risk of any run off staining occurring.
After the initial reactive period the Corten will cure
and self-seal, with little to no carbon run off. The
weathering process of this product is integral to it
and as such we will not accept any responsibility
for damage caused to surrounding materials/
flooring as a result of carbon run off from any of

We strongly recommend fixing the boxes to a
solid wall or fence with suitable fixings using the
brackets supplied. (As shown below). Please
note wall/fence fixings are not supplied.

We strongly recommend fixing the circles to a solid
wall or fence with suitable fixings using the brackets
included. (As shown below). Please note wall/fence fixings are not supplied.

our Corten Steel products. Please ensure that you
do not place the product on any surface that may
be damaged during the weathering process.
Step by Step Weathering Guide of Corten
Steel
Stage 1 - Freshly manufactured Corten Steel. At
this stage the dark oily residue coats the Corten
Steel.
Stage 2 - The oily residue is beginning to break
down, as the Corten Steel begins to weather.
Stage 3 & 4 - The “Run-Off” stage – This can take
around 3-9 months depending on weather and
positioning.
Stage 5 & 6 - The final stages of the weathering

After installation any unused holes can be
sealed with the remaining fixings if required.

After installation any unused holes can be sealed with
the remaining fixings if required.

process. Some “Run-Off” may still occur as the
Corten Steels patina develops to a striking, more
consistent appearance.

